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BIOGRAPHY

Kiran specialises in sustainable energy and infrastructure projects, with almost 20 years’ experience

advising on project development, project financing and M&A transactions.

Kiran also advises on specialist commercial contracts such as Corporate PPAs, complex Electricity

Supply Agreements and Route to Market Agreements, which have become increasingly important to

traditional energy market participants and new entrants alike.

LEGAL 500

He is listed in the Legal 500 as a Leading Individual for Power, with excellent experience across a

wide range of technologies including battery storage, solar PV, wind, AD, waste-to-energy and EV
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RELATED INSIGHTS

Insights

Apr 06, 2023

Green retrofits – considerations for “Greening” an asset

Insights

Feb 21, 2023

From brown to green: financing real estate decarbonisation

Across the real estate sector, the discussion has often focused on “green” development such as building carbon

neutral real estate.  Many traditional lenders have also focused their sustainability initiatives on financing

renewable projects. Less attention has been given to develop specific energy efficiency solutions, activities which

result in the “greening” of existing brown real estate assets.  However, the market is shifting and in this article we

charging infrastructure.

Kiran regularly advises developers, funds, financial institutions, multinational corporations and

utilities on both primary and secondary transactions in Western Europe and Emerging Markets.

Kiran is a member of the firm’s India and Africa Focus Groups.

He is also BCLP’s Emerging Talent Partner, ensuring that we have a truly inclusive approach to the

recruitment and retention of new talent based on a full understanding of the individual and how

they can contribute to a diverse and successful team at BCLP.
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explore the landscape of the financing options available to asset owners and managers to fund these types of

energy efficiency projects with examples drawn from the US, UK, Singapore and Hong Kong markets. 

Insights

Dec 15, 2022

Greening Real Estate – Where are we now?

Against the ambitious backdrop set by the Paris Climate Agreement to reach net-0 by 2050, there is a clear drive

by corporations to move forward on their environmental, social and governance (ESG) or sustainability agendas. 

As approximately 40 percent of all global emissions are contributed by buildings and construction, the importance

of how real estate (both construction of new developments and, perhaps more critically, existing buildings) can be

greened is key to meeting these goals.  Coupled with the current global energy crisis, greening real estate and

renewable energy options have never been more relevant. This article will look at where the market is in relation to

the push for greener real estate and what opportunities or risks are likely to arise. Over the next few articles, we

will share our insights about M&A in the green space; green financing and green retrofits in key jurisdictions such

as the United Kingdom and A…

Insights

17 October 2022

ESG in M&A Transactions - Present and Future

Awards

Sep 28, 2022

Legal 500 UK 2023

Insights

May 23, 2022

How to Become a Nuclear Company

As we discussed in our earlier Article, the Nuclear Energy (Financing) Act, 2022 (the “Nuclear Act”) enacted by the

UK Government on 31 March 2022 aims to  promote  the regulated asset base (“RAB”) model as a method of

funding investments in new nuclear energy projects in the UK. The Nuclear Act enables the Secretary of State to

designate a ‘nuclear company’ to qualify it to potentially benefit from a RAB model with respect to its proposed

power station, provided that certain criteria are satisfied. The Nuclear Act requires the Secretary of State to issue

a statement setting out the procedure and criteria that they expect to follow in determining whether to designate

a nuclear company under the Nuclear Act and the factors that they would take into account when assessing

whether the designation criteria have been met such that it can receive funding under the RAB model. This note

summarises the designation pro…

Insights

Apr 28, 2022

Is Nuclear Energy (Financing) Act 2022 an answer to UK’s energy security?

Awards
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Insights
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UK’s Hydrogen Strategy: the real deal or just a lot of hot air?


